Solve all of the clues to discover the location of each piece

1. Solve the Riddle- Though the battle between grey and blue left Atlanta dire, Faith and love proved our strength as she renewed us from the fire.

2. Eat Mor Chikin.

3. Clue: Our largest trauma center hospital is named after this former AJC editor.

4. Clue Instructions: fill in the missing letters for your location

5. Un-scramble the words for your location:
   wrdean, oynug, sautet

6. Clue: This Scottish American industrialist led an enormous expansion of the American steel industry in the late 19th century.

7. Clue: Step inside to peer out on Atlanta’s former black business district.

8. Clue:
   VEFI SOTINP TUNMENOW
   H R H L D

Unscramble each of the clue words.
Take the letters appearing in boxes and unscramble them for your next location. ________________

9. Created from the same unifying spirit as this colorful monument, our last location is a fountain of rings.
   Answer:

10. You’ve made it to the final stop of the hunt. Head to Harris Tower to collect your prize!
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